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Su Chen, a 17-year-old high school student crossed over to the apocalypse world after being

in a car accident. This place was filled with all kinds of danger including zombies and mutated

beasts.Heavenly south was the only safe place in this apocalypse world but living here was

also difficult as the son of the deputy leader of the heavenly south gathering ground would

always make things difficult for him and would always find ways o throw him in danger in name

of chief order! but why just because of the beauty he like liked Su Chen.Everything changed

one day when they were on the hunt for supplies they visit the abandoned town, as Su Chen

went inside the residential building he accidentally encounter the zombie and he stole the

energy stone in the zombie's heart. But who would have thought it would be a life-changing

event for him when he saw a golden fragment and on touching it he received a life-changing

gift!“Pick up the [All Attributes] fragment 1. Obtained Profession [Evolved] [Psychics]He picked

up the meridians. Handgun Fragment] 1, (1), the number of fragments had been maxed

out.Picking up the [Enchantment Divine Blade Fragment] * 1, (3, 3), the number of fragments

had been maxed out.Picking up the [Smart Tank Fragments] * 1, (10, 10), the number of

fragments had been maxed out.”After all his achievements it could be seen where there were

zombies, Su Chen would be there. And zombies would be destroyed.He picked up the pieces

and drove the mobile base. he was free and happy. But what about the others ???
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HANDS"Not good! The Black Flame Dragon began to counterattack!" The man who had

spoken to Han Kun earlier suddenly shouted out in alarm.Han Kun's heart tightened as he

quickly looked at the Black Flame Dragon.The Black Flame Dragon got up from the ground and

shook its huge head. When it saw that the person who attacked it was a tiny human, it was

completely enraged."Roar!"A dragon's roar pierced through the clouds and shook the void.At

the same time, an unparalleled pressure swept out in all directions.Wherever it passed, the

Mutated Beast would prostrate on the ground, trembling.Han Kun and the others on the city

wall were continuously pushed back.Su Chen stood where he was, motionless, but the clothes

on his body moved without any wind, making rustling sounds."This guy sure knows how to act

cool!" Su Chen rubbed his nose and muttered.The Black Flame Dragon roared and spat out a

magma like flame at Su Chen."Dragon Flame!"Witnessing this scene, Han Kun's expression

changed dramatically.Dragon Flame was the natal true fire of Black Flame Dragon, and it could

also be considered a fire-type spell.However, compared to ordinary fire elemental spells, the

power of the Dragon Flame was more than double.Take the Black Flame Dragon for example.

Although it was only at level 3, the dragon flames it spat out were even more powerful than the

level 4 Fire Ball."It's over!" Han Kun let out a deep sigh.Initially, he still had a glimmer of hope

for Su Chen, but when he saw the dragon flames, the hope in his heart was completely

extinguished.In his opinion, even a Fourth Grade Evolver would die for sure when faced with

the attack of the dragon flames.What's more, Su Chen was such a young Magic

Cultivator.When Woo Yang saw the dragon flames on the Intelligent Chariot, his heart skipped

a beat.He also thought that Su Chen would not be able to resist the dragon flames. He shouted

in his heart, "Quickly dodge it!"The others did not recognize the dragon flames. They only saw

a large fireball that was like a meteor crashing towards Su Chen. Each and every one of them

had ugly expressions on their faces...."A Fire Ball that has surpassed Level-4?" Su Chen

narrowed his eyes.He too did not know about the dragon flames, but he could clearly feel the

powerful fire energy contained within.Initially, he didn't want to dodge it and verify it. The power

of the Ancient Devil Body.However, after witnessing the scariness of the dragon flames, he

gave up on this plan.Of course, giving up did not mean that he was afraid.At this moment, a

thought appeared in his mind. He wanted to defeat this huge fireball head on.Then, he

released the Mental Energy and wrapped it around his hands.At the same time, he released

the Golden Scale Arm. At the same time, he also unleashed the ___.When the dragon flames

arrived, Su Chen didn't retreat. Instead, he attacked with his bare hands."What is he trying to

do? Is he crazy?"Han Kun's mouth was wide open. He almost thought that he was seeing

things.Regarding Su Chen's suicidal behavior, he couldn't understand it at all.He could use his



hands to grab the dragon flames that surpassed a Level-4 spell?Even if he wanted to die, he

didn't have to do that, right?Don't tell me you want to die with dignity?While Han Kun was still

puzzled, Su Chen had already grabbed onto the dragon flame.Violent fire energy poured out

from the dragon flame. The surrounding temperature quickly rose to a terrifying height, and

even the air seemed to be burning.If it was someone else who was in Su Chen's position, he

would have been burnt to ashes.However, Su Chen was unharmed.No matter how violent the

dragon flames were or how hot they were, as long as it came into contact with his body, it

would be destroyed automatically, and it wouldn't hurt him at all.At this moment, the heaven-

defying ability of the Ancient Devil Body was fully displayed.CHAPTER 202 - SHOCKING THE

AUDIENCEAfter blocking the scorching temperature of the dragon flames, Su Chen suddenly

exerted his strength and clawed. A powerful force shot out from his finger along with the help of

the Mental Energy.With just a grab, the Long Yan Fireball exploded.There was a loud bang!The

moment the dragon flame exploded, sparks flew in all directions.The wall and the ground were

filled with holes, and the Mutated Beast that was close to it turned into charcoal on the spot.As

for Su Chen, he was at the epicenter of the explosion.However, when those sparks landed on

his body, they were like tiny droplets of rain. They could not even stir up a wave before

disappearing without a trace.When the sparks completely dissipated, with Su Chen as the

epicenter, everything within a few dozen meters of him was charred black, and not a single

blade of grass grew.Even the Mutated Beast was affected, and hundreds of them died.As for

Su Chen, he was still standing there, and not a single scar had appeared on his

body.Witnessing this strange scene, everyone was stunned.The Black Flame Dragon was so

shocked that it was like a stone statue. Its two basketball sized eyes were about to pop out.Not

long ago, the Dragon Flame that he was so proud of was actually crushed by a weak human?

This was an unimaginable thing.Even though it had seen it with its own eyes, it did not want to

admit it.Or rather, it didn't want to face it.After a long time, Han Kun came back to his senses,

but his heart was in turmoil.Oh my god!Is he still human?A mere Human Clan cultivator had

actually destroyed a level 4 Fire Ball with his bare hands? Dragon Flame!Just how strong was

his physical body to do this?Perhaps even a Fifth Grade Evolver's physical body wouldn't be

this powerful?Also, wasn't he a Lightning element Magic Cultivator?Why did he become an

Evolver again?Could it be that he had two major occupations?Also, what level had his

cultivation reached?Level 5? Or level 6?Why was he still so young?All kinds of questions

lingered in Han Kun's mind, making him want to rush to Su Chen's side and ask what was

going on.At the same time, everyone on the Intelligent Chariot let out a sigh of relief.Su Chen's

ability to grab the dragon flames with his bare hands was enough to prove his strength.This

also meant that he really had the ability to kill the Black Flame Dragon.Yang Hao and Cao

Rann looked at each other and gave each other a thumbs up at the same time. They sighed

with emotion and said, "Chen, awesome!"Obviously, their admiration for Su Chen had risen to

a new height.Woo Yang sighed slowly and said, "It seems that my understanding of your

strength is still too shallow!"Su Chen had once grabbed the Fire Ball twice with his bare hands,

and he had witnessed it before.However, the Fire Ball at that time was only at level 2, and was

not on the same level as the Black Flame Dragon's dragon flames.At first, he thought that Su

Chen wouldn't be able to escape this time.Unexpectedly, Su Chen had once again created a

miracle. He had used his bare hands to grab the dragon flame that had surpassed the Fourth

Grade Fire Ball.This was something that even a Fifth Grade Evolver would not dare to think

about.At this moment, he suddenly remembered his evaluation of Su Chen a long time ago.No

matter what Su Chen did, he did not do it without a reason. He had absolute confidence.Su

Chen's previous performance had undoubtedly proved this point.Tan Lin and Yang Qian's eyes



never left Su Chen. Apart from admiration, their eyes were filled with deep adoration....On the

other side, Su Chen flicked the ashes on his hand and a strange smile appeared on his

lips.Then, his gaze fell on the Black Flame Dragon, and he walked straight towards it.When the

Mutated Beast in front of him saw Su Chen walking over, none of them dared to step forward to

stop him, and they all moved aside to avoid him.This was an instinctive fear towards the

strong.CHAPTER 203 - SLAYING A DRAGON WITH A SINGLE SLASHWhen the Black Flame

Dragon recovered from its shock, it suddenly realized that the human who had destroyed its

dragon flames was approaching it.Although it didn't want to admit it, it had to admit that the

human in front of it gave it an extremely dangerous feeling.Especially that evil smile hanging

from the corner of its mouth, and that greedy gaze, it seemed to treat it as prey.At this moment,

the Black Flame Dragon felt a wave of fear and trepidation.It was very clear that if it didn't leave

as soon as possible, it would very likely become the prey of the other party.This thought

popped up in its mind. It wildly flapped its wings, wanting to soar into the sky and escape from

this place.When they saw this scene, everyone was endlessly stunned.What was going on?

The incomparably powerful Black Flame Dragon was actually trying to escape?Was the dignity

of the dragon race gone?When Su Chen saw that the Black Flame Dragon wanted to escape,

the corner of his mouth curled up slightly, and he said with a disdainful smile, "Can you

escape?"After saying that, he raised his hand and shot out a green beam. When it reached the

Black Flame Dragon, it turned into a thick green vine and firmly bound one of its

forelimbs.Before the Black Flame Dragon could fly, it suddenly realized that its front legs could

not move.When it lowered its head and saw that it was wrapped around the forehead of a

green vine, it had a very absurd feeling.A mere wood-element Bind technique wanted to

control it?The Black Flame Dragon suddenly exerted its strength, trying to break free from the

vine's restraints.However, what it did not expect was that this vine did not seem to be an

ordinary Wood Element Bind Technique. It was incomparably tough.Even though there were a

few cracks on the vine's surface, it was absolutely impossible to completely break free from the

restraints within a short period of time.One should know that the wood element entangling

technique Su Chen released had merged with the Serene Pond Divine Wood. Its power was

naturally more than double that of an ordinary Wood Element Bind Technique.It was

reasonable that the Black Flame Dragon could not break free at once.Realizing this, the Black

Flame Dragon began to panic.Would that human give him time to escape?The answer was

obvious.At this moment, Su Chen was holding a black combat blade and rushing over with the

momentum of a tornado.The Black Flame Dragon naturally wouldn't sit still and wait for death.

It raised its claws and slapped towards Su Chen.Su Chen didn't choose to use hard steel. A

purple light flashed under his feet. [Speed Boots] The moment it was activated, it disappeared

from where it was standing.In the next moment, the Black Flame Dragon's sharp claws

smashed into the ground, causing the ground to buzz.Su Chen flashed in front of the Black

Flame Dragon, raised his hand, and swept out with his saber.A burst of lightning flashed on the

saber's body, and then a blue torrent roared out, heading straight for the Black Flame Dragon's

head."What a terrifying Thunder Arts!" Han Kun, who was on top of the city wall, had a cold

smile on his face.Even though he was very far away, he could still clearly feel the terrifying

power of lightning contained within the blue torrent, causing his heart to tremble.The Black

Flame Dragon that bore the brunt of the attack felt even more deeply. When faced with such a

terrifying Thunder Arts attack, its entire body was trembling, and a deep sense of

powerlessness emerged in its heart.As if it had resigned itself to its fate, it allowed the blue

torrent to shoot towards it.Rumble... Crack... Bang...In the midst of the lightning and

thunder.The blue torrent crashed into the Black Flame Dragon's head, causing it to explode



into a mist of blood.Following that, the Black Flame Dragon's headless corpse fell to the ground

with a loud bang."He... he actually killed the Black Flame Dragon with a single slash!" Han Kun

opened his mouth wide, his jaw nearly dropping out of shock.His mind was buzzing with noise,

as if he had fallen into a state of chaos.CHAPTER 204 - ALL TYPE OF SPIRIT

READER"Chief, we are saved. We can live!" The people around Han Kun were extremely

excited.Once the Black Flame Dragon died, the remaining Mutated Beast would definitely fall

into panic.Perhaps they would scatter like birds and beasts and escape from this place. Then,

the gathering place of Fengxi would be safe."Chen is really too awesome!"Yang Hao, who was

sitting on the Base Car, jumped up and down excitedly.Cao Rann, who was beside him, also

clenched his fists.Shea Daniu muttered to himself. There was still saliva dripping from his

mouth. It was unknown what he was saying.Cao Rann asked curiously, "Da Niu, what's wrong

with you?"Shea Daniu swallowed his saliva and smiled foolishly, "I want to eat dragon

meat."Cao Rann and Yang Hao looked at each other and their eyes lit up at the same

time.Woo Yang couldn't help but smile when he saw that these three guys were thinking about

dragon meat.On the other side, when the Mutated Beast saw their leader being killed, they

were stunned for a moment, and then they simultaneously fled towards the Black Valley

Mountain Range."F * ck! Don't run!" Su Chen became anxious.He had come here to kill the

Mutated Beast. Now that he had run away, how could he still drop fragments?Su Chen waved

his hand at the Intelligent Chariot and started slaughtering the Mutated Beast.In order to kill

more of them, he didn't hold back any longer.Various spells and spells took turns to fight,

creating a bloody storm among the Mutated Beast group.Bang!The Fire Ball exploded, killing

dozens of Mutated Beasts on the spot.A gray Wind Blade swept out, and dozens of Mutated

Beasts corpses were beheaded on the spot.The powerful Thunder Arts wreaked havoc, killing

so many Mutated Beasts that wails of pain could be heard everywhere, killing a large number

of them...."Lightning element, wood element, fire element, Wind... My mother, come! He's an

all-rounded Magic Cultivator!"Han Kun, who was on the city wall, recognized Su Chen's identity

as an all-element Magic Cultivator and was petrified.At the same time, the Intelligent Chariot

rushed over with lightning speed.When it got close to them, Woo Yang and the others got off

the carriage and joined the slaughter.The Intelligent Chariot! They also fired at full force.[No

Class Gatling Gun] He kept shooting, and one Mutated Beast after another were mercilessly

killed.Furthermore, the newly developed Magnetic Storm Grid was also released at this

moment, and its power was also very great.Once those Mutated Beast were covered by an

electric net, they would be electrocuted into a burnt corpse...."Leader... These people are too

strong!" A man beside Han Kun said with a trembling voice.Su Chen and his group only had

nine people in total, and with the addition of the Base Car, they were able to kill the entire

Mutated Beast army.Their strength had completely exceeded his imagination.Han Kun didn't

reply. His expression was still a little dazed. It was obvious that he hadn't recovered from his

shock yet.Su Chen and the others were still continuously killing Mutated Beast, causing the sky

and earth to darken.It continued for an hour before stopping.In this hour, nearly 7,000 Mutated

Beast had been killed.Of course, there were still 12,000 that had escaped into the Black Valley

Mountain Range.Due to the complicated terrain and the satisfying harvest, it was not

convenient for Su Chen to chase after them.Standing at the same spot, Su Chen let out a sigh.

He swept his gaze over the place, and soon, several hundred fragments of various colors

appeared in his eyes.Seeing this, the corner of his mouth could not help but raise.The rest of

the time was to pick up the fragments and dig up the Energy Stone.Su Chen didn't even need

to greet them before Yang Hao and the others started to fight.Su Chen didn't stay idle either.

He walked up to a colorful fragment and grabbed it."Pick up the upgrade gem fragment. 1, (1).



The fragment is full. You can use it or exchange it for energy points.""Use it."CHAPTER 205 -

THANK YOUIt will be an upgrade gem. After putting it into his Storage Bag, Su Chen grabbed

a purple fragment."Pick up the Nine Heaven Dazzling Astral Thunder. fragment x1 (610). The

fragment is not full and cannot be used. You can exchange it for energy points. ""Not

exchange.""[Picking up the Nine Hell Profound Ice] Fragment x1 (3.10), not full, cannot be

used, can be exchanged for energy points. ""Not exchange.""[Picking up the fragment of [Apple

Tree Seed] * 1. The fragments are full. You can use them or exchange them for energy

points.""Exchange for energy points."...On the city wall, Han Kun and the others could no

longer remain calm when they saw the Mutated Beast corpses on the ground.It could be said

that no matter if it was the Mutated Beast or the Energy Stone, it was a huge fortune.However,

no matter how good the things were or how many they had, they could not harbor any evil

intentions.There was no other reason.Su Chen and the others were too strong.Especially Su

Chen. In their eyes, he was the master of grabbing the dragon flames with his bare hands and

slaying a dragon with a single slash.If they dared to have any thoughts of splitting the dragon

flames, they were afraid that it wouldn't be enough to crush him with just a finger."Chief, what

should we do?" A man beside Han Kun asked.Han Kun took a deep breath and said, "All of

you wait here. I'll go down and talk to that senior."No matter what, Su Chen had saved the lives

of all the people in their city. As the leader, he had to thank Su Chen for his help.While Su

Chen was picking up the fragments, he heard the respectful voice of a man."Senior, I'm Han

Kun. Thank you for saving my life."Su Chen raised his head and glanced at Han Kun. He said

faintly, "I'm here to hunt for the Mutated Beast, not to save you all. You don't have to thank

me."After saying that, he continued to pick up the fragments.Han Kun coughed awkwardly and

said with an embarrassed smile, "Senior, may I ask if there is anything I can do for you?"Su

Chen thought for a moment and said, "Ask your people to help me dig the Energy Stone.

However, I will say the ugly words first. Whoever dares to steal the Energy Stone, don't blame

me for being impolite."Considering that there were too many Mutated Beasts, with just the nine

of them digging, it was unknown how long they would take.He might as well ask Han Kun's

people to come out and help. At that time, he could just give them some of the Mutated Beast

corpses.In any case, there were so many Mutated Beasts, and he wouldn't be able to get all of

them. It would be a waste to keep them."Senior, I'll do it right away."Han Kun was overjoyed. He

turned around and ran into the city.Through this matter, he might be able to form a good

relationship with Su Chen. This was undoubtedly a great thing for the gathering place of

Fengxi.After Han Kun left, Woo Yang came to Su Chen's side and said in a low voice, "Su

Chen, this guy seems to be the leader of the gathering place of Fengxi. What is he doing

here?""He is here to express his gratitude. I will ask him to bring some men to help me dig the

Energy Stone." Su Chen replied casually."Oh." Woo Yang nodded.Knowing Han Kun's

intention, he could not ask any more questions. He continued to dig for Energy Stone.Su Chen

continued to pick up the fragments."Picking up the fragment of the [Icy Black Tea Fruit Seed] 1,

(1). The fragments are full. Can be used, can be used, or exchanged for energy points.

""Use."After obtaining the seed, Su Chen directly planted it into the [Botany]. Inside.He then

grabbed a black fragment."Picking up a fragment of the War God Armor. 1, (2.10). The

fragment is not full and cannot be used. You can exchange it for energy points.""No

exchange.""'Picking up fragments of the [Nine Frozen Ice] fragment. ' 1. (4,10). The fragment is

not full and cannot be used. You can exchange it for energy points. ""Not exchange."...After

picking up a dozen fragments in a row, Su Chen stopped what he was doing.Because Han Kun

had brought over a hundred people with him.CHAPTER 206 - EXCHANGEHan Kun came to

Su Chen's side and said respectfully, "Senior, everyone is here."Originally, there were



thousands of people gathered at Fengxi, but considering the number of people there could

easily cause trouble, he only chose a hundred loyal subordinates."Then let's do it." Su Chen

instructed and called Han Kun to his side. He said in a low voice, "My name is Su Chen. I am

seventeen years old this year. I am not older than you, am I right? Don't call me senior

anymore. Just call me by my name."Han Kun opened his mouth and said 'senior', which made

Su Chen feel very uncomfortable. He felt as if he had aged dozens of years."Seventeen years

old..."When Han Kun heard that Su Chen was only seventeen years old, he almost choked on

his breath.Seventeen years old, a level 3 Evolver?A seventeen year old full tier 3 Magic

Cultivator?Han Kun's mind was buzzing. He looked at Su Chen in a daze, not knowing what to

say for a moment."What is it? Do you think I will lie to you?" Su Chen rubbed his nose and said

lightly."Senior... Su misunderstood." Han Kun was shocked and quickly explained, "Su is so

young, but he has such powerful strength. I really admire him!"" That's enough. No need to say

such polite words. " Su Chen interrupted and then said, "I have one thing I want to ask

you.""Su, just ask. I will tell you the truth." Han Kun cupped his hands in a very humble

manner.Su Chen nodded slightly and said, "Where did you get that formation from?"Even a

major power like Jin'gang City didn't have a defensive formation that could protect a

city.However, the Fengxi Gathering was just an ordinary small power, and where did they get it

from?Su Chen was very interested in it.Han Kun hesitated for a moment and said frankly, "I

won't hide it from Su. My father got this formation in a secret realm a few years ago. However,

this formation has been broken, and it can't be used anymore in the future."He thought that Su

Chen was spying on the formation, so he told ___ about the formation's damage."A large-scale

formation like this should consume a lot of Energy Stone, right?" Su Chen probed without

batting an eyelid.Han Kun nodded his head and said, "The consumption is indeed very large.

Furthermore, it needs to be at least a level 2 Energy Stone to be able to do it?"Hearing this, Su

Chen's eyes lit up, and then he asked, "Your Fengxi Gathering is only a small gathering place,

there shouldn't be too many experts, right? Where did those high level Energy Stone come

from? "Han Kun did not hide anything, nor did he dare to hide anything. He said

straightforwardly, "We once found an energy mine in the Black Valley Mountain Range. We

obtained a large amount of level 2 and 3 Energy Stone there."Su Chen's heart stirred. "How

many level 3 Energy Stones do you have left?"[Intelligent Chariot] If he wanted to advance to

level 3, he would need a large amount of level 3 Energy Stone or level 3 Energy Stone.As for

the level 3 Energy Stone he had on him, he did not have much on him, so he wanted to

exchange some with Han Kun."There are still over a hundred level 3 Energy Stones left. If Su

needs them, I'll give them all to the Maple Creek Gathering." Han Kun gritted his teeth and

said.Although a Level 3 Energy Stone was precious, if he could use it to build a relationship

with someone as strong as Su Chen.It was undoubtedly worth it."I won't take your things for

free." Su Chen smiled and continued, "There are a lot of Mutated Beast here. I will take a

portion and exchange the rest for your level 3 Energy Stone.""Thank you, Su!" Han Kun was

overjoyed.After the formation was damaged, the Level-3 Energy Stone would not be of much

use to them.Because their cultivation bases were too low, they would not be able to use high

grade Energy Stone for a short period of time.However, the corpse of the Mutated Beast was

different. It could only fill their stomachs.The flesh of the Mutated Beast also contained rich

energy. Eating it also had a certain chance of increasing one's cultivation base.Moreover, the

Mutated Beast's corpse was in the thousands, and its value was far higher than a hundred or

so level 3 Energy Stone.It could be said that no matter how one looked at it, this transaction

was a huge profit for them.CHAPTER 207 - MYSTIC GLACIER OF THE NINE

UNDERWORLDS"Su, I'll go back and prepare."After saying that, Han Kun turned around and



ran back to the gathering place of Fengxi, as if he was afraid that Su Chen would go back on

his word.Su Chen didn't mind. He couldn't possibly take away all the Mutated Beast here. It

was a pleasant surprise that he could use this opportunity to exchange for some Third Grade

Energy Stone.After Han Kun left, he continued to pick up the fragments."Pick up the Nine

Serene Profound Ice. Fragment * 1 (5 * 10). The fragment is not full and cannot be used. You

can exchange it for energy points.""Not exchange.""[Picking up the fragment of [Magic Fusion

Gem] * 1, (310), the fragment is not full, cannot be used, can be exchanged for energy

points.""Not exchange.""[Picking up [Vitality Potion] Fragments] 1, (1). The fragments are full.

You can use them or exchange them for energy points.""Exchange for energy points."..."Pick

up the Nine Netherfrost Ice. Fragment * 1 (610). The fragment is not full and cannot be used.

You can exchange it for energy points. ""Not exchange."After picking up more than 20

fragments in a row, Han Kun ran back excitedly with a cloth bag in his hand."Su, a total of 138

level 3 Energy Stone." Han Kun gave the cloth bag to Su Chen.Su Chen released the Mental

Energy and scanned it. After confirming that they were all level 3 Energy Stone, he happily

stored them into the Storage Bag.He then said to Han Kun, "Let's talk about other things after

we finish digging up the Energy Stone.""Yes."Han Kun nodded his head and replied. Then, he

also began to help dig up the Energy Stone.Su Chen continued to pick up the

fragments."Picking up the [Upgrade Gem] fragment. 1, (1), the fragments are full. You can use

them or exchange them for energy points. ""Use it.""[Pick up the Nine Frozen Hell Ice]

Fragment: 1, (7, 10). The fragment is not full and cannot be used. You can exchange it for

energy points.""Not exchanged."...An hour later, with the help of Han Kun and the others, all

the Energy Stone were dug out.Su Chen had also finished picking up the fragments.This time,

there were no purple-gold fragments, but the Nine Serene Profound Ice. He had gathered all of

them.[Nine Hell Profound Ice] The item that belonged to the Ice had automatically merged with

the magic of the Ice.Since then, Su Chen's Ice Arts had risen to a higher level. It was the same

as the Lightning and Wood Elements, and its power was equal.It far surpassed the other

spells.In addition, he also dropped five [Upgrade Gems]. Adding the previous ones, he now

had six [Upgrade Gems].Considering that he had a large number of Mutated Beasts corpses

that he needed to store, he directly consumed five [Upgrade Gems] and upgraded the space of

the Storage Bag to 80 cubic meters.Woo Yang collected all the Energy Stone and gave it to Su

Chen.After knowing that there were more than 7,000 Energy Stone, Su Chen felt that the

number was about the same, so he put them into the Storage Bag.In the remaining time, he

began to choose the Mutated Beast that he needed to store.As there were too many Mutated

Beasts corpses, it was impossible to store all of them. He specifically picked some high-grade

ones, or some tasty ones, to store them.After storing forty to fifty of them, Su Chen

stopped.Because there was still a Black Flame Dragon. It was the most valuable of all the

Mutated Beasts.Of course, with the enormous body of the Black Flame Dragon, even if all the

Storage Bag were emptied, it would still be impossible to store all of them.Su Chen led

everyone and dismembered the Black Flame Dragon.The Black Flame Dragon could be said to

be a treasure. Its flesh and blood could increase one's cultivation. Its bones could be used to

forge weapons, and its dragon skin could be used to make armor...After spending more than

an hour, the Black Flame Dragon was cut into eight pieces.Su Chen put away the complete

dragon skin and stored a lot of dragon meat.It only stopped when the Storage Bag could not

be stuffed anymore.CHAPTER 208 - ROASTED DRAGON MEAT"Old Han, you guys can move

the Mutated Beast now. Also, the rest of the Black Flame Explosion can also be moved back. "

Su Chen said casually."Really?"Han Kun's eyes lit up. He was so excited that the corner of his

mouth started to tremble.He could clearly see that Su Chen had only taken a small portion of



the Mutated Beast. There were about seven thousand of them left.If he could store it, it would

be enough for everyone in the Maple Creek Gathering to eat for a few years.Su Chen said with

a smile, "You've made the arrangements. Come to my place later. I have something to ask

you."Han Kun nodded wildly and went to make the arrangements.Su Chen led everyone back

to the Intelligent Chariot.After killing the Mutated Beast here, he had gained quite a lot. He

planned to rest here for a night and leave tomorrow to search for zombies.After a while, he took

out the [Omnipotent Roast Furnace]. With the Black Flame Dragon meat and all kinds of fruits,

he prepared to eat.At the same time, the Maple Creek gathering place mobilized the entire city.

Everyone left the city to transport the Mutated Beast corpses, and it was as lively as the New

Year.The aroma of roasted meat soon came from the Intelligent Chariot."Chen, why don't you

try the dragon meat first?"After Yang Hao finished grilling the first batch of meat, he first gave it

to Su Chen.Su Chen did not stand on ceremony. He took a skewer and tasted it. He nodded

and said, "Not bad."The Black Flame Dragon meat was very chewy, but the taste was not as

good as the other Mutated Beast.However, as a level 3 Mutated Beast and a dragon, its meat

contained a rich amount of energy. This was not something that other Mutated Beasts could

compare with.After Su Chen finished eating a skewer of roasted dragon meat, he called out,

"All of you, try it."Shea Daniu had long been drooling from the craving. He took a skewer and

began eating with large bites.The others also began to eat one after another."Su, I'm

coming."At this moment, Han Kun came to the car door and greeted Su Chen."Old Han, you

came at the right time. Come and eat the roasted dragon meat." Su Chen called Han Kun to

get into the car and handed him a skewer of roasted dragon meat."Thank you, Su." Han Kun

was flattered."How does it taste?" Su Chen smiled.Han Kun took a big bite and swallowed it

after a few bites. He praised, "Delicious, too delicious."Although he was the leader of the

gathering place, he had not eaten grilled meat for a long time.Su Chen laughed involuntarily.

He handed it a few more times and said with a smile, "Eat slowly. There are plenty of

barbecued meat.""En."Han Kun hurriedly nodded, but his mouth could not stop at all. He took

one bite after another.From the looks of it, it was exactly the same as Shea Daniu eating grilled

meat for the first time.After Han Kun had eaten a few mouthfuls of grilled meat, Su Chen took

the opportunity to hand over a few fruits.Looking at the fresh fruits in his hands, Han Kun was

so surprised that he could not close his mouth.Compared to grilled meat, fruits were harder to

find in the post-apocalyptic world.Because there was a large number of Mutated Beasts in this

world. There would always be a chance to kill one and eat it.However, the difficulty of planting

fruit trees was extremely high, and it was also extremely difficult to survive. Adding on the fact

that the fruit cycle was long, it was very difficult to see ripe fruits.Han Kun had only eaten once

since he was young."Su, this thing is too precious." Han Kun felt a little embarrassed.Su Chen

did not care and said, "I have a lot of these things. I don't care if you are full today."Hearing

what Su Chen said, Han Kun did not refuse anymore and started to eat.He ate a few fruits in

one go. He touched his mouth and said, "Su, why are you looking for me?""Nothing. I just want

to know where there are zombies and Mutated Beast nearby. It would be best if there are more

than ten thousand of them." Su Chen said casually.His plan was to hunt zombies and Mutated

Beast non-stop. After killing all of them here, he would naturally go to the next place to look for

them.CHAPTER 209 - YI TIAN CITY"There are a lot of zombies and Mutated Beast nearby, but

there's only one place with more than ten thousand of them." Han Kun paused as if he was

hesitating.Seeing the serious look on Hun Kun's face, Su Chen said, "Old Han, why didn't you

say anything? Where exactly is this place? "Initially, Han Kun didn't want to say anything

because that place was too dangerous. However, when he thought of Su Chen's terrifying

strength, he didn't hesitate any longer and said, "Yitian City, there are over ten thousand



zombies gathered there.""Yitian City..." Su Chen pondered for a moment and recalled the map

of Qianyu Island.He quickly remembered that there really was a place like the Yitian

City.However, the Yitian City was only a small gathering place, and it wasn't even as large as

the Fengxi Gathering. Why were there so many zombies?"Old Han, is there really that many

zombies in the Yitian City?" Su Chen was a little puzzled.Han Kun nodded heavily and

promised, "A few years ago, my father took me there once. I saw the number of zombies with

my own eyes."Su Chen nodded slightly, and his eyes gradually narrowed.Since he knew there

were a large number of zombies in Yitian City, he would definitely hunt them tomorrow."Su, are

you going to hunt zombies?" A worried look appeared on Han Kun's face.Su Chen nodded."Su,

the zombies in Yitian City are not easy to kill." Han Kun was silent for a while before he spoke

again.Even though he knew that Su Chen was powerful, he was still a little worried.He decided

to explain the situation in Yitian City to Su Chen. It would be best if he could persuade Su

Chen.If Su Chen insisted on going, he could also make some preparations in advance."Are the

zombies in Yitian City very powerful?" Su Chen raised his eyebrows.Han Kun explained, "Most

of the zombies in Yitian City are Level-1, and there are also many mutated zombies. They are

proficient in all kinds of magic attacks, and there are a lot of them. No one dares to provoke

them."Hearing this, Su Chen was not shocked, but happy.To him, killing ordinary zombies and

level 1 zombies was no different than killing a large number of them.However, the gains were

worlds apart.Killing ordinary zombies would only give him ordinary Energy Stone, and the

probability of it dropping fragments was not high either.Killing a Level-1 zombie gave them a

Level-1 Energy Stone, so the chances of dropping fragments were relatively higher.At this

moment, he had already decided that he would make a trip to the Yitian City no matter

what.Han Kun secretly sized up Su Chen. When he saw that Su Chen not only showed no fear,

but also showed some excitement.He muttered in his heart, Could this be the confidence of an

expert?"Taking a deep breath, Han Kun reminded, "Su, Yitian City is not as simple as high-

level zombies and mutant zombies. The scariest thing is that there is an intelligent level 3

zombie."Once zombies had intelligence, they would have the ability to lead the zombie army,

which would allow the zombie army to display even more powerful combat strength.Su Chen

didn't think it was a big deal. There was even a trace of disdain on his face.He had seen and

killed intelligent zombies before.Jin Cuoshi and Jiang Chengfeng were both easily killed by

him.That was why intelligent zombies were terrifying existences in other people's

eyes.However, in his eyes, they were merely high-level zombies that could be killed with one

hand.However, Su Chen had a trace of doubt.Logically speaking, with the strength of the Yitian

City's zombies, they should be able to run amok in the Qianyu Island.Why did they have to live

in such a small place like the Yitian City?Unable to figure out the situation, he asked, "Old Han,

have the zombies in the Yitian City gone to other places?"CHAPTER 210 - THE SMART TANK

WAS UPGRADED AGAIN"Speaking of which, the zombies in Yitian City rarely go out. Even if

some of them come out, they will come out in batches, and there are very few of them."Han

Kun explained for a while, then reminded, "However, as long as you take a step into Yitian City,

you will be attacked crazily by the zombies."Hearing this, Su Chen's mind started to think.He

faintly felt that the zombies in the Yitian City were similar to the ones in the mines in the

Huangze Mountain.Could it be that there was a Realm Channel in the Yitian City?Were the

zombies there controlled by Mutant beast?The more Su Chen thought about it, the more he felt

that it was possible. At that time, the zombies in the mines in Huangze Mountain were also

attracted by the Green Turtle Clan.However, he wasn't completely confident about whether or

not there was a Mutant beast in Yitian City. He could only find out when he got there.After that,

he stopped worrying about this matter and started to talk about other things with Han



Kun.Slowly, their relationship became closer and closer.As the conversation went deeper, Su

Chen realized that Han Kun was a person with great ambition and a great sense of

responsibility.Furthermore, his ability was also quite good.The gathering place of Fengxi was a

very inconspicuous small gathering place, but it was able to remain standing in the end of the

world. The key was Han Kun's strategy.Han Kun had a very good impression of Su

Chen.Although Su Chen was incomparably powerful, he didn't have the slightest overbearing

feeling.One should know that in the post-apocalyptic era, the strong were respected.The strong

usually had a domineering attitude towards the weak. He had seen this kind of thing many

times.However, Su Chen and him had a very good chat and did not put on airs at all.It could

not help but give him a favorable impression and even admiration.He also thought that if it

wasn't for the concern of the gathering place of Fengxi, he would have joined Su Chen's team.

It would be a good choice even if he became Su Chen's little brother.Just like that, everyone

ate barbecued meat, fruits, and talked to each other. They talked until late at night before Han

Kun took his leave.Since they still had to rush to Yitian City tomorrow, Su Chen and the others

also went to rest.The next morning, Han Kun brought everyone in the city to respectfully send

Su Chen off. It was a grand occasion, as if he was treating a country's leader.Before he left, Su

Chen gave Han Kun two seeds.One was a Bread Tree Seed, and the other was an apple tree

Seed.He had too many seeds. He could not plant the seeds in the Plantation Space, so it was

a waste to keep them. He did not mind giving out two of them.When Su Chen told him the

cycle of the results, Han Kun was shocked by Su Chen.After that, the two of them chatted for a

while, and Su Chen left after getting on the Intelligent Chariot.He locked onto the location of

the Yitian City. The Intelligent Chariot advanced at full speed.The Yitian City was still quite far

away from here. Even with the speed of the Intelligent Chariot, it would still take them three

days to reach there.Since he had nothing to do, Su Chen took out all the level 3 Energy Stone

and raised the level of the Intelligent Chariot to level 3.After the advancement, the defensive

power of the Intelligent Chariot had greatly increased, and it could block the attacks of level 3

creatures.Apart from that, the range of detection, attack power, and space had also

increased.The Magnetic Storm Grid could already kill Level-2 zombies.The space inside the

car had expanded to 100 cubic meters.The range of the detection had increased from 50

kilometers to 100 kilometers.Su Chen was very satisfied with the result of the upgrade.Then,

his eyes fell on the Central Screen, and he began to search for the zombies and the Mutated

Beast.His main target was the zombies in Yitian City, but if there were more or less the same

number of zombies along the way, he would kill them along the way.CHAPTER 211 -

PRACTICINGAfter driving for more than two hours, Su Chen finally found a trace of the

zombie.In an abandoned town, a group of about a thousand zombies had gathered.This

number was enough to move his heart."Xiao Zhi, go to that place." Su Chen

instructed."Yes."[Intelligent Chariot] After receiving the order, he changed direction and

galloped towards the town."Chen, did you find a zombie?"Yang Hao and the other two came to

Su Chen's side with excitement.Su Chen nodded, "Get ready. There are about a thousand

zombies."He was too lazy to deal with such a small number of zombies. He just let Yang Hao

and the others train for a while."Alright!"Yang Hao and the other two rubbed their fists, eager to

give it a try.Su Chen looked at the Central Screen again and found that there were not only

zombies in the town, but also three humans.And these three humans seemed to be trapped in

a building by zombies."Consider yourselves lucky." Su Chen muttered.He could imagine that if

he didn't hunt these zombies, these three people would be trapped to death even if they

weren't killed.Half an hour later, the Intelligent Chariot rushed into the town and charged

straight into a small three-story building.A large number of zombies were gathering below the



building.And inside the small building was obviously where the three humans were hiding.The

appearance of the Intelligent Chariot quickly attracted the attention of the zombies.Immediately,

a large number of zombies charged toward the Intelligent Chariot.At the same time, Yang Hao

and the others also rushed out of the car.Shea Daniu rushed to the front and kept swinging the

Sky Reaching Hammer. Every time he swung the hammer, at least four or five zombies would

die on the spot.Although Yang Hao and Cao Rann killed fast, they were still a lot weaker than

Shea Daniu.Even if they joined forces, they wouldn't be able to kill as many zombies as Shea

Daniu.Woo Yang and Yang Lingtian didn't deliberately kill zombies. They would only attack

when the zombies got close to them.They had seen that although there were a lot of zombies

here, they were all ordinary zombies. There wasn't even a First Grade zombie.Yang Hao and

the other two would just let them kill as they wished.Su Chen hadn't made a move yet, but his

eyes never left the battlefield.Every time a fragment exploded, the corner of his mouth would

slightly raise.As time passed, more and more zombies were killed. There were nearly three

hundred of them.However, there were only twenty or so fragments.Su Chen knew that the

probability of ordinary zombies dropping fragments was not high, so he didn't pay too much

attention to it.The battle continued for more than half an hour, and Yang Hao and the other two

could not hold on any longer.Although the three of them were all Evolvers, they were only Level

1 Evolver after all. It was already quite difficult for them to fight a thousand zombies to such an

extent.Su Chen was worried that they would get hurt, so he let the three Mutant Wolves and

Mechanical Warfare Soldier attack.The Mechanical Warfare Soldier! It was a level 3 puppet,

and the three Mutant Wolves were also Evolvers and Magic Cultivator. They could easily crush

a group of ordinary zombies.In less than ten minutes, all the zombies were killed.
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